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The Hidden Meaning Of Dreams

In just a few hours, you will be able to interpret the hidden messages revealed to you in your sleep.
Begin by mastering techniques to remember your dreams and learn to keep and use a dream diary.
See how to use dreams to solve problems, explore past lives, and look into the future. Extraordinary
color illustrations conjure up the mystical images of your dreams. The bulk of this intriguing volume
is an alphabetical directory of the psychological and mystical meanings of various dream symbols,
from angels to zoos. For example, if you dream of being chased, it reflects feelings of insecurity. A
dream that takes place on an island may indicate a need for personal space. A dream of rabbits
running in green grass is a good omen. A ship in dock or on a calm sea may promise happiness in
love. By deciphering the language of your dreams, you can achieve greater spiritual awareness and
lasting happiness. Includes the meanings of such common dreams as: * Appearing naked in a
public place * Falling * Flying through the air * Being back in school * Having your teeth fall out 144
pages (all in color), 7 1/2 x 9 1/8.
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An excellent book, which not only gives you a A-Z dictionary of symbols and other things but it talks
about famous people whose dreams influenced them, great pictures, explains how to keep a dream
diary, talks about Lucid Dreaming, problem solviing, past lives, future and Waking Dreams. It is a
great first book for someone who wants to know about their dreams. It is very easy to find what you
want. Overall GREAT BOOK

The beautiful artwork drew me to this book when I found it on a sale table. I initially planned to give
it to a sister with an interest in dream reading but liked it well enough to keep it for myself. I typically
use a more detailed system (Strephon Kaplan-Williams' Dream Cards) and thought that this might
be a useful quick reference to keep on the desk. The symbol descriptions are brief and include both
the psychological and mystical meanings. Having studied both, I'll say that they are accurate
enough. The introductory chapters cover the basics of dreams and dreaming in simple terms for the
beginner. My only criticism is of the indexing, which frequently refers the reader to another topic,
sometimes to end up with no information at all. Still, this is better than most books I've seen and I
recommend it.

"The Hidden Meaning of Dreams" is a very interesting book -- now if only I can remember my
dreams to look them up! My only complaint is the glossary, because it doesn't give you page
numbers, and when you go to a certain topic and then tells you to go somewhere else, they don't
give you the page number. Other than that, it's a good book. I recommend.

When i wake up in the morning the first thing i like to do is grab this book before i forgot my dream.
What is unique about this dream book is it will interrupt your dream in two way, Psychological and
mystical.Both are very important. The mystical hidden meaning of dreams hard to find this days,
unless your grand mother is near by you. I am satisfied with this book. I don't have to call anymore
to my mom to ask about my dream. Thanks to this book, I myself start interrupt dream for some
friends & family. This book is reasonable logical and historical. I found a lot of similarity the way this
book interrupt and my grand mother. Most of ur common dreams meaning are in this dictionary. For
example last night I saw the president giving me a hug, So according to this book, the president
represent my father,In real life, I haven't talked my father for so long B/C of living long distance, So I
called him right away, He was happy and told me, He has been trying to contact me for so long to
talk about something. I can see my grand children's using this dream book. This book worth each
penny!!

First and foremost, the artwork is this book is stunning. Visually, this book gets an A+. Even the
boarders are beautiful. As far as detailed descriptions, there are not as many topics as I'd hope, but
the topics that are covered do seem to go into depth.

This book is probably best for people who are not as introspective as I am... I've always done my

own self-analysis when it came to dreams that stood out for me... Most of what this book stated only
confirmed the theories I had only come up with on my own. But even so, it's still an entertaining
book, just don't buy it at full price....

I had this book sent to my bother who is always having crazy or funny dreams in hopes he could
probley understand why.He said the book was very helpfull andeasy to understand. Now he has me
looking for more...lol.

The art work in this book is alone worth the price of the book, but the content is also worthwhile. It is
a slightly different format and I really like how Mr. Hamilton approaches a dream symbol or whole
dream from different angles, it does help tremendously. I have seen him work on various television
shows and he is extremely talented. There is no fluff here, just workable, useful information.
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